
Category: Tactical: Combination play
Skill: U9

Pro-Club: Peterborough United Academy FC
Michael Fox, Peterborough, United Kingdom

Cycle 3 - Combination Play - Session 5

Organisation -
1000 Touch challenge. Can you beat last weeks score ? How will
you go about it ?

1000 touch challenge (15 mins)

Progressions
- 2 boxes close together players must play through 1 box and out
the other.
( Body shape to receieve, avoid other player )
- Target players now drop out of the square to receive and passer
must the receive in the square.
( Movement to create space for another player to receive in )
- Play in one side of the box and out the other side
- Add Defenders - 2,3,4 depending on the group
( Improve tempo of the group )
- Teams - Attackers vs Defenders ( 9 v 3 depending on group)
Take out the combination boxes
( 5 balls in play that start with the attackers they can distribute balls
however they wish but they have to keep the ball from the
defenders, Which strategies worked ? what could we do better ?
If the defenders win the ball they can score in the goals. What
strategies could the defenders use ?)

Combinations - Progressions / challenges (50 mins)

SSG - Learning question : Why do we use combinations in a
game ?
Combination through the Magician Zone to score a goal.
Do you have to start in the Magician Zone to start a combination
? ( 3rd man runs )
Can we use a combination to get out of a tight area ?
Could you create a goal using a combination ?
Players who just stand in the Magician zone - ask them why ? If
its because they need to combine through the middle before
they can score- Correct but if your being marked you would
never lose marker to create the combination - Add in only
allowed in the Magician Zone for ( 10 secs )

SSG - Combinations (25 mins)
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